This grandma and grandpa are showing each other love.

This mom and dad aren't showing very much love to each other.
Fruit of the Spirit: Joy

This man is very happy.

Fruit of the Spirit: Joy

This man is not very happy.
This boy is angry and unpeaceful.

This boy seems happy and peaceful.
This man is waiting patiently.

This man is frustrated and is not showing very much patience.
Fruit of the Spirit: Kindness

This man was kind to give his wife a beautiful necklace.

Fruit of the Spirit: Kindness

These brothers are not being very kind to each other.
This puppy is happy. His master has been faithful to take good care of him.

This kitty is sad. Her master has not been faithful to take good care of her.
Fruit of the Spirit: Gentleness

This man is not being gentle with the cat.

Fruit of the Spirit: Gentleness

This girl is being gentle with her kitty.
Fruit of the Spirit: Self-Control

This lady is using self-control while talking on the phone.

This man is losing his control while talking on the phone.
Fruit of the Spirit: Goodness

This little girl tries to be good in all she does.

Fruit of the Spirit: Goodness

This little boy was behaving badly with the hammer.